
Leonidas Opening Post and Criticism 

 

Nimrod 

 

Scanning/Analysis:  Leonidas posts prove his point here. 

 

Telekinesis: Again point proven. 

 

Adaptive Abilities:  Again Leonidas has fully proven his point here. 

 

Midnighter 

 

Leonidas begins this category with an introduction to Midnighter, describing his mind as a, 

 “battle computer capable of running billions of scenarios in order to foresee the conclusion of 

battles BEFORE they are fought. he's also able to see a battle and work BACKWARDS to achieve the 

resolution he's looking for. and he's capable of doing that with only moderately enhanced stats and 

a nice healing factor.” 

 

He then states that he likes the scan that Darksaint posted, which was a scan featuring Midnighter 

stating that he is capable of calculating multiple ways a battle could start and finish. 

 

Leo then shows some scans of Midnighter fighting the Authority, which includes characters such as 

Apollo. Midnighter wins the battle but near the end Midnighter doesn’t win under his own power. 

Instead raiding a lab and donning a suit of armour to use against Apollo to take him down. 

Another scan is then shown by Leo in which Midnighter states that he has already processed over a 

Trillion different variables with what could happen and how things could unfold. With him 

additionally stating, 

“It’s the same way my crazy brain processes every possible outcome before the first punch is even 

thrown” 

 

Leo then shows a scan of Midnighter teleporting via a tool known as the “Door”. Midnighter simply 

has to utter the aforementioned word and the Caller makes the teleport appear instantaneously. A 

scan is also shown which proves that Nimrod also has teleportation abilities.  

 

 



Battle 

 

Leo begins this section roughly outlining how he will “win” the battle. Saying he will, 

 

“i'll start by simply teleporting as far from him as i can get to allow midnighter's computer time to 

calculate (which happens nearly instantaneously). midnighter (as shown above lol) is very familiar 

with winter, and between nimrod and nighter, atom's powerset will be a completely open book. 

 

as he shrinks, winter's absorption powers will diminish exponentially. nimrod will need to adapt a 

way to track atom at atomic or subatomic sizes. it's possible ds will argue that at such a small size, 

there will be no way for nighter to read the electrical energy in his brain. maybe, but nimrod should 

be able to adapt a way to track him anyway. if he stays small, it should be easy to simply overload 

and burn him out. i could also use the TK that held JUGGERNAUT captive, to lock onto and hold him. 

it's possible he could absorb the TK energy, but could he do so before i use it to choke him out as 

nighter did above? 

 

and of course, i would have played this battle out in every conceivable way WELL before the battle 

actually begins. i will have had time to adapt whatever defense is necessary to handle whatever type 

of attack he tries to throw at me.  

 

options i have: sonics, TK, shields, teleporting, doors, shape-shifting, etc. like nimrod did with shaw, i 

would just find the best way to counter his offense. most importantly: i have the very real and 

unique advantage of actually being able to wait and see what he's done BEFORE i try and counter 

it as though i had already seen it coming. 

 

because i have. ” 

 

A final image is finally shown of a note written by Midnighter which states. 

 

“I know what special abilities you have. I can detect the increased electrical activity in your brain. I 

know what moves you’re preparing to make. I’ve fought our fight already in my head, in a million 

different ways I can hit you without you even seeing me 

 

Your move.” 

 

 


